Preparation for C-STEM Day (Example programs from Linkbot Textbook to study)

Middle School
5.7 - turn.ch
9.1 - settwowheelrobotspeed.ch
9.6 - recorddistance.ch
10.1 - color.ch
13.8 - explorer.ch
Exercise 7 in Section 13.3.3 - explorer2.ch
Exercise 8 in Section 13.3.3. - fourwheelexplorer.ch

High School
5.7 - turn.ch
7.7 - setjointspeed.ch
9.1 - settwowheelrobotspeed.ch
11.13 - recorddistances.ch
13.8 - explorer.ch
Exercise 7 in Section 13.3.3 - explorer2.ch
Exercise 8 in Section 13.3.3. - fourwheelexplorer.ch